
 

Three months have already passed since our last newsletter – and they’ve been an extremely busy few 

months for us here at Kenya Rangelands Wild Dog and Cheetah Project!  The project team have been 

enjoying the return of the rains to our study area, and although there have been a few sticky moments as a 

result, it’s been great to see everywhere looking beautifully green again.  

Below are some updates on the project’s work, the wild dog packs and the collared cheetah.  We hope you 

enjoy reading about them, and don’t forget that in between editions of the newsletter that you can keep up 

to date with what’s happening with our study animals on the project’s Facebook page 

(www.facebook.com/wilddogcheetah) and Twitter feed (@wilddogcheetah). 

 

Monitoring, Advising Conservation, & Sustainable Coexistence 

One of the main objectives the Kenya Rangelands Wild Dog & Cheetah Project is fostering coexistence of 

wild dogs and cheetahs with people and their livestock. Last year we launched an interactive theatre 

performance in collaboration with Zeitz Foundation and the Segera Theatre Outreach Group to raise 

awareness about the need to conserve wild dogs and herding methods that our research has shown helps 

avoid livestock depredation by wild dogs. The initiative was received very positively by local communities, 

and a before and after questionnaire of audiences showed that the play fostered positive attitudes towards 

wild dogs and increased understanding of wild dog biology and methods to avoid conflict. This year we plan 

on developing a similar theatre piece to address human-cheetah conflict in communities around Laikipia. 

The project is also concerned with promoting landscape connectivity for wild dogs and cheetahs by 

identifying corridors and other landscape linkages. GPS collars are crucial to achieving this objective as they 

provide detailed location data on the daily movements of our study animals and allow us to detect 

landscapes and features that facilitate or inhibit movement. Last year GPS data from a group of young wild 

dogs dispersing from Mpala Ranch allowed us to visualize connections within central Laikipia, and this year 

GPS data from a second group of wild dogs dispersing showed us an even greater dispersal route that looped 

from Ol Pejeta to Lake Baringo, the Karisia Mountains, Lewa and back to Ol Jogi. This kind of data speaks 

volumes about connectivity within central Kenya’s rangelands. We continue to collect data from such 

impressive movements, and hope to target wild dogs moving south past Ol Pejeta Conservancy and through 

Sangare next. 

Another focus of our research is to develop non-invasive survey methods for monitoring wild dog 

populations that can be applied at large scales. This work centres on evaluating several techniques including 

photo-identification of individual animals, spoor surveys, sighting reports and faecal DNA in comparison with 

data obtained from known, collared wild dog packs.  Building a detailed database of all identified individuals 

in our study area is integral to photo identification, and has provided us with a wealth of information about 

both wild dogs and cheetahs. Using photo-IDs we have been able to re-identify two wild dogs that had 

dispersed from Ol Jogi in late 2013 and were not seen again until June 2015, and to identify cheetahs seen 

on Mpala in 2014 as individuals that had been born on Ol Pejeta Conservancy. 
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Tenai – our first collared cheetah 

Since our last update Tenai has been keeping us on tenterhooks as to where he’ll go next!  In the five months 

to the end of April he and his coalition partners have covered an incredible 870km right across Laikipia.  

Below is a map of where the trio have been, and as you can see they have been visiting a lot of different 

conservancies and ranches during their travels.  Sadly we stopped receiving data through from the collar at 

the end of April; we have been able to exclude the battery failing as a reason for the loss of contact, and 

despite following up on the ground within a couple of days Stef was unable to get any signal from the VHF 

beacon on the collar.  Due to the way the collars are designed it is unlikely that both the VHF and the GPS 

signals on the collar would fail simultaneously unless something has happened causing the collar to be 

severely damaged.  Sadly it seems likely that something has happened to Tenai and that the collar was 

damaged at the same time.  We will be continuing to follow up on the ground to try and definitively 

determine what has happened, and if anyone has had any sightings of Tenai we would love to hear about 

them. 

 

Whilst it is an extremely sad situation, we have 

nonetheless received some fascinating data from 

the collar over the five months.  The fact that the 

cheetahs have travelled so far across the 

landscape is a really exciting first glimpse into the 

lives of the cheetahs of Laikipia.  We plan to 

continue our collaring efforts over the coming 

months, this will help us get a much more 

detailed insight into the way that cheetahs are 

using the area.  We are also continuing to expand 

our photo ID database, which over time will 

enable us to look into the demography of the 

cheetah population.  We always appreciate 

receiving photos that we can add to the 

database, so if you have any that you would like to share with us to aid us in our work, please do get in touch 

through the project email address – wilddogcheetahproject@gmail.com 
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Crocodile Pack 

The Crocodiles are denning again! The eight adults and an impressive nine out of ten of 2014’s litter of pups 

are busy hunting around the den site, returning to the den each day to provide for the alpha female and the 

pups. Interestingly, it is likely that as many as all three of the females in this pack will whelp this year! The 

alpha female was seen mating in early March and one of her sisters was seen mating in early April… imagine 

our surprise when we caught up with the pack in late April and found that all three females looked pregnant!  

It will be interesting to see what happens to the pack dynamics during and after the denning period.  Wild 

dogs are cooperative breeders but there is intense competition between females over breeding, and pups 

born to subordinate females usually suffer high mortality. Based on previous experience, we suspect that the 

two breeding subordinates will leave the pack in the course of the next year. 

The GPS collar from the Crocodile pack was nearing the end of its battery life so in late April, with the help of 

KWS vet Dr. Matthew Mutinda, we removed that collar and fitted a new GPS collar to one of the pack’s 

males. That GPS collar is continuing to give us fantastic data about the Crocodiles’ movements – especially 

now that they are denning.  

 

Toucan Pack 

The Toucan pack is a new pack formed by the males from the old Tui’s pack and females from the Katu pack. 

As you may remember, last year during denning, the alpha female and a yearling died and 5 adolescent 

females left Tui’s pack, leaving the pack without any adult females.  Since December, three adult males also 

dispersed from the pack, leaving 15 individuals in total: 4 adults, 9 yearlings and 2 pups. In mid March this 

remainder of the Tui’s pack met the Katu pack near Mukenya Hill on Mpala Ranch. As a result of that 

encounter, the Tui’s Pack was joined by four females from the Katu Pack, and became the Toucan Pack!  Two 

of these four females were the collared dogs in Katu pack, meaning that the Toucans already have a GPS 

collar – but the Katu Pack have no collars at all! 

The 9 Tui’s yearlings dispersed from the pack when the Katu females joined, and we haven’t seen them since 

but we’re hoping we’ll catch a glimpse of them again at some point – though the very long-ranging dispersal 

tracks that have been recorded by some our GPS collars (see Ol Pejeta dispersers below) indicate that the 

yearlings could be anywhere by now! 



A few of the Toucan females with one of their adopted pups! 

 

The Katu females are settling in, though it is not yet quite clear who is alpha female. The two pups from last 

year, who managed to survive the traumatic denning season, are getting bigger and bolder which is a 

pleasure to see.  The pack is also still taking care of the yearling male who was injured last year in the 

incident (most likely a lion attack) that left the alpha female and another yearling dead – he seems to be 

keeping up well despite the injury. We look forward to finding out who will be alpha female, and are hoping 

for more pups soon!  

 



 

Katu Pack 

The departure of the four females that joined the Tui’s pack means that Katu pack no longer has any collars - 

making them very difficult to find! Recently however, they helped us out a bit by resting very close to Hippo 

Pools on Mpala Ranch. The pack is as relaxed around cars as ever, and spent most of the day about 10 m 

from a heavily used road. We are very keen to re-collar them to collect information on daily activity during 

denning periods and reproductive success to evaluate whether and how this is influenced by temperature. 

Despite Stef’s best efforts, we unfortunately were not able to get a vet in to re-collar them in time – 

hopefully we’ll have another chance to try again soon. We were, however, very happy to see that the alpha 

female is pregnant again!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alpha female of the Katu pack, looking pregnant on May 30th 2015 



Bahati Pack 

Despite being a pack of only four adults, the Bahati pack had quite a successful denning last year and their 

two surviving pups are now almost yearlings! It has always been a bit of a mystery as to where the pack 

spends most of its time – inside Sirima (Ol Pejeta’s livestock area) or other areas too? We are very excited to 

announce that we added a GPS collar to the pack in late April and that we are beginning to get a better idea 

of how they use that landscape!   

They have recently been spending more time in the areas around Sirima and have unfortunately been 

causing problems for the local communities there, who have reported the wild dogs killing some of their 

sheep and goats. The GPS collar should enable us to monitor their movements over the coming months and 

are hoping to work with Ol Pejeta Conservancy to find some solutions to these problems.  

 

 

Ol Pejeta Pack 

The Ol Pejeta pack has been leading us on a bit of a wild goose chase recently! Although the pack formerly 

spent most of its time inside Ol Pejeta Conservancy, in recent months they have been spending most of their 

time outside. Their alpha female disappeared early this year, and as we have seen previously, loss of an 

alpha causes major disruption to the pack. As in most established wild dog packs, the alpha female was the 

only female unrelated to the males in the group; all the other females were born in the pack and would be 

daughters or nieces or sisters of the males. Wild dogs strongly avoid inbreeding and, with no further 

prospect of breeding, the pack fragmented.  Soon after the alpha female disappeared, several adults and 

yearlings dispersed in search of new territory and breeding opportunities, leaving the pack with 11 dogs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

WDM132, alpha male of the Bahati pack, just 

after collaring 

KWS Vet Matthew Mutinda, during 

WDM132’s darting 



One of those dispersal groups included the yearling female wearing the GPS collar in this pack (see Ol Pejeta 

Dispersers below), meaning we now only have a VHF collar on the Ol Pejeta pack, and no longer have 

detailed data on their movements. We hope to remedy this soon, as they too have left Ol Pejeta 

Conservancy and moved southwards in search of a new alpha female. 

Impressively, the remainder of the pack has still managed to raise 7 pups from last year’s litter which is great 

news.  We hope that the pack manage to find a new alpha female soon! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ol Pejeta Dispersers 

African wild dogs, like cheetahs, are a very wide-ranging 

species.  Packs have territories covering hundreds of 

kilometres (and in some regions territories may be more 

than 1000 sq km in size).  Young adults dispersing from 

their natal pack can cover huge distances in search of mates 

and an area to establish their own territories.  The ability 

for young wild dogs to cover huge areas was recently 

demonstrated for us by WDF 130 and her sisters.  The map 

below shows the incredible movements of the three sisters 

who dispersed from Ol Pejeta pack in mid March.  

WDF130 was collared by the project in 2014, with the help 

of The Ol Pejeta Conservancy. Since leaving the pack, she 

and her sisters covered over 500 km in a period of just one 

month, passing near Lake Baringo to the west and crossing 

the Karisia mountains, then turning back south and skirting 

Lewa before settling (at least for a while!) around Ol Jogi, El 

Karama and Mogwooni. We hope they find some males and 

a territory soon! Interestingly, while other wild dogs have 

tended to concentrate their activities in hilly areas, 

WDF130 mainly skirted around hills in her movements. This might reflect her upbringing on Ol Pejeta, which 

is more open and less hilly than other parts of the study area. 



Truants Pack 

The Truants are still going strong, and are spending most of their time on northeast Ol Jogi, Pyramid and 

north-western Lolldaiga.  They’ve sorted out who is alpha female (a dog we call Goldfish because she has a 

small white mark on her left back leg in the shape of a small fish) and she is already pregnant! We expect 

them to begin denning quite soon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Truants did give us a bit of a scare in April.  Rosie was tracking the dogs on Ol Jogi, following the signal 

from WDF120’s GPS collar; this eventually led her to a bush on Pyramid where there was a collar, but no 

dog.  Despite her best efforts, Rosie could not get a visual on the pack as they were (rather unhelpfully) up in 

the rocks on a hill, which led to the big question – where was WDF120?  This led to a couple of weeks where 

we were all hoping for a sighting of Patch (as WDF120 is affectionately, although not very imaginatively, 

known).  To our relief, Stef found the dogs again in mid May and Patch was very much still with the pack.  

The screws on her collar must have somehow managed to work themselves loose until one day Patch’s collar 

just fell off! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Valley Pack 

The Valley pack has been seen off and on this year around Enasoit, Lolldaiga and Ole Naishu. We hope to get 

a collar on them very soon so that we can start collecting movement data on them too! It is possible that 

they have recently started denning in the Lolldaiga Hills, although we are currently working with Lolldaiga 

Hills Ltd to try and confirm this.  

 

Prodigal Pack 

Although it is only a small pack of 3 adults and two 5-6 month old pups, this pack has definitely been one of 

the most exciting additions to the packs we monitor!  Helen and Stef were driving to Mpala one morning 

when they spotted the dogs resting on the main road near Ol Jogi gate. One of the females looked incredibly 

familiar to us, and once we got to the office and compared the photos we had taken to our photo-ID 

database we were able to figure out why – both adult females were originally from the Loisaba pack, and 

had the left the area in late 2013 as part of a 7-female dispersal group! Two dogs in that group had been 

collared, and when those dogs were found dead, we had feared the worst for the pack.  That meant that we 

were extremely glad to see that, not only had at least two members survived, they have reared pups! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you see any cheetah or wild dogs, please let us know! 

If you would like to aid us in our work, we really appreciate receiving any information and photos about 

cheetah and wild dogs! 

 Get in touch with us through the project email address – wilddogcheetahproject@gmail.com 

– or call us at 0772 481 417! 

Don’t forget to keep up to date with what’s happening with our study animals on the project’s Facebook 

page (www.facebook.com/wilddogcheetah) and Twitter feed (@wilddogcheetah). 
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